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In this supplementary material, we give additional details
about our approach, experiment settings and results. We
first give additional details about the flow-constraints de-
rived from our introduced warp consistency graph in Sec. A.
We also provide additional empirical comparisons between
the corresponding regression losses. We follow by explain-
ing the triplet image creation and the sampling process of
our synthetic warps W in Sec. B. In Sec. C, we then fo-
cus on the training procedure to obtain WarpC-GLU-Net
in more depth. We subsequently continue by explaining
the training details of WarpC-RANSAC-Flow and WarpC-
SemanticGLU-Net in respectively Sec. D and E. For com-
pleteness, in Sec. F, we also provide details about the train-
ing of all networks compared in the method analysis, corre-
sponding to Sec. 4.1 of the main paper. In all aforemen-
tioned sections, we provide additional information about
the architecture, its original training strategy, our proposed
training approach comprising the sampled transformations
W , as well as implementation details. We then follow by
analysing the effect of the strength of the sampled warps W
in Sec. G. In Sec. H, we follow by discussing the time and
memory efficiency of our proposed approach during train-
ing and testing. Subsequently, we perform additional abla-
tive and method analysis experiments in Sec. J. In Sec. I,
we extensively explain the evaluation datasets and set-up.
Finally we present more detailed quantitative and qualita-
tive results in Sec. K. In particular, we show quantitative
results on the pose estimation dataset YFCC100M [39] as
well as the geometric matching dataset HPatches [1]. We
also provide results on the semantic datasets PF-Willow [8]
and SPair-71k [29]. Finally, we show the possible extension
of our unsupervised approach to optical flow data.

A. Warp consistency graph regression losses

In this section, we provide additional details about the
possible flow-constraints derived from our warp consistency
graph (Sec. 3.3 of the main paper). We also show qualitative
and quantitative comparisons between the trained networks

using each possible regression loss.

A.1. Details about JI-bipath constraint

We here provide the detailed derivation of the bias insen-
sitivity of the JI-bipath loss, which is given by (eq. (6) in
the main paper) as,

LJ→I =
∥∥F̂J→I′ + ΦF̂J→I′

(W )− F̂J→I

∥∥. (1)

We derive an upper bound for the change in the loss ∆LJ→I

when a constant bias b ∈ R2 is added to all flow predictions
F̂ . We have,
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Here we have used the triangle inequality. From the bound
above, we can already see that ∆LJ→I will be small if W
is changing slowly. We can see this more clearly by assum-
ing the bias b to be small, and doing a first order Taylor
expansion,

ΦF̂J→I′+b(W )(x) = W
(
x + F̂J→I′(x) + b

)
≈W

(
x + F̂J→I′(x)

)
+DW

(
x + F̂J→I′(x)

)
b

=ΦF̂J→I′
(W )(x) + ΦF̂J→I′

(DWb)(x) . (3)

Here, DW (x) ∈ R2×2 is the Jacobian ofW at location x ∈
R2. Thus, DWb denotes the function obtained from the



matrix-vector product between the JacobianDW and bias b
at every location. Inserting (3) into (2) gives an approximate
bound valid for small b,

∆LJ→I /
∥∥ΦF̂J→I′

(DWb)
∥∥ . (4)

A smooth and invertible warp W implies a generally small
Jacobian DW . Since the bias b is scaled with DW , the
resulting change in the loss will also be small. As a spa-
cial case, it is immediately seen from (2) that the change in
the loss is always zero if W is a pure translation. The bias
insensitivity of the JI-bipath constraint largely explains its
poor performance. As visualized in Fig. 1, the predictions
of a network trained with solely the JI-bipath loss (1) suffer
from a large translation bias.

A.2. Cycle constraints

Here, we provide additional details about the cycle con-
straints, extracted from our warp consistency graph. As
explained in Sec. 3.3 of the main paper, because of the
fixed direction of the known flow W which corresponds to
I ′ → I , three cycle constraints are possible, starting from
either images I , I ′ or J and composing mappings so that
the resulting composition is equal to the identity map. They
are respectively formulated as follows,

I = MW ◦MJ→I′ ◦MI→J (5a)
I = MJ→I′ ◦MI→J ◦MW (5b)
I = MI→J ◦MW ◦MJ→I′ (5c)

The corresponding regression losses are obtained by con-
verting the mapping constraints (5) to flow constraints and
considering only the flow W as known. We provide the ex-
pression for each of the three cycle losses in the following.
Cycle from I: By starting from image I and performing a
full cycle, the resulting regression loss is expressed as,

Lcycle-I =
∥∥F̂I→J + ΦF̂I→J

(F̂J→I′) + (6)

ΦF̂I→J+ΦF̂I→J
(F̂J→I′ )

(W )
∥∥

Cycle from I ′: Starting from image I ′ instead leads to the
following regression loss,

Lcycle-I’ =
∥∥W + ΦW (F̂I→J) + (7)

ΦW+ΦW (F̂I→J )
(F̂J→I′)

∥∥
Cycle from J: Finally, using image J as starting point for
the cycle constraint results in this regression loss,

Lcycle-J =
∥∥F̂J→I′ + ΦF̂J→I′

(W ) + (8)

ΦF̂J→I′+ΦF̂
J→I′

(W )(F̂I→J)
∥∥

MegaDepth RobotCar HPatches
PCK-1 PCK-5 PCK-10 PCK-1 PCK-5 PCK-10 AEPE PCK-5

Warp-supervision (3 m.p.) 35.98 57.21 63.88 2.43 33.63 54.50 28.50 76.76
I ′J-bipath (4a m.p) 0.00 0.05 0.21 0.00 0.00 0.13 370.80 0.01
JI-bipath (4b m.p),(6 m.p) 0.00 0.06 0.21 0.00 0.05 0.21 162.50 0.04
W -bipath (4c m.p),(7 m.p) 29.55 67.70 74.42 2.25 33.88 55.38 26.13 70.51
I ′-cycle (7) 25.04 64.44 71.75 2.19 32.79 54.55 27.51 66.16
I-cycle (6) 0.00 0.14 0.56 0.03 0.74 5.29 232.24 0.04
J-cycle (8) 17.91 54.95 62.81 2.05 30.96 52.06 42.67 49.06

I ′J-bipath + warp-sup. 0.00 0.11 0.45 0.01 0.35 1.52 255.40 0.02
JI-bipath + warp-sup. 33.72 61.10 67.44 2.26 34.06 55.07 28.91 71.52
W -bipath + warp-sup. 43.47 69.90 75.23 2.49 35.28 56.45 22.83 78.60
I ′-cycle + warp-sup. 42.11 68.84 74.28 2.52 35.75 56.96 24.16 78.58
I-cycle + warp-sup. 0.00 0.16 0.69 0.05 1.26 4.67 225.94 0.04
J-cycle + warp-sup. 41.56 68.33 73.85 2.37 35.20 56.36 24.69 75.35
Warp-super. + f-b 41.54 69.78 74.83 2.47 35.25 56.39 26.15 74.83

Table 1. Analysis of warp consistency graph losses (Sec. 3.3-3.4
of the main paper). ’m.p’ refers to equations in the main paper.

Note about warp consistenty loss: Concerning the adap-
tive loss balancing of our final warp consistency unsuper-
vised objective L = LW-vis + λLwarp (Sec. 3.5 of the main
paper), since λ is a weighting factor, we do not backpropa-
gate gradients through it.

A.3. Quantitative and qualitative analysis

Extension of quantitative analysis: We first extend Tab. 1
of the main paper, by analysing the remaining warp consis-
tency graph losses. Results on MegaDepth, RobotCar and
HPatches are presented in Tab. 1. As in Tab. 1 of the main
paper, all networks are trained following the first training
stage of WarpC-GLU-Net (See Sec. 4.1 of main paper or
Sec. C).

We first provide evaluation results of networks trained
using the cycle losses, starting from images I and J . The
cycle loss starting from I obtains very poor results. The
cycle starting from J instead achieves better performance,
but still lower than the cycle loss from I ′. The W -bipath
constraint obtains the best results overall.

We then compare combinations of the derived losses
with the warp-supervision objective (eq. 3 of the main
paper). Between the cycle losses, the combination of the
warp-supervision with the cycle loss from I ′ achieves the
best results compared to the combinations with the cy-
cle losses from I and J . The combination of the warp-
supervision and forward-backward losses (eq. 2 of the main
paper), which are both retrieved as pair-wise constraints
from the warp consistency graph (Sec. 3.3 and Fig. 4e of
the main paper), leads to lower generalisation abilities on
the HPatches dataset than our warp consistency loss. It also
achieves substantially lower PCK-1 on MegaDepth. More-
over, because the forward-backward consistency loss leads
to a degenerate trivial solution when used alone, manual
tuning of a weighting hyper-parameter is required to bal-
ance the warp-supervision and the forward-backward loss
terms. If it is too high, the forward-backward term gains
too much importance and drives the network to zero. If it
is too small instead, its contribution becomes insignificant.
On the contrary, our proposed unsupervised learning objec-
tive (Sec. 3.5 of the main paper) does not require expensive



Figure 1. Visual comparison on an image pairs of the MegaDepth dataset, of the performance of the different losses derived from the
warp-consistency graph. We additionally show for each loss, the estimated mapping and flow using flow RGB representation. Note that all
networks are trained following the first training stage of WarpC-GLU-Net (See Sec. 4.1 of main paper or Sec. C).



manual tuning of such hyperparameters.
Qualitative comparison: In Fig. 1, we visually compare
the estimated flows by GLU-Net networks trained using
each of the flow-consistency losses retrieved from the warp
consistency graph. Training using the warp-supervision loss
alone results in an unstable estimated flow, and correspond-
ing warped query. It can directly be seen that the I ′J-bipath
loss results in the network learning a degenerate trivial so-
lution, in the form of a constant predicted mapping inde-
pendently of the input images. Training with the JI-bipath
objective instead makes the network insensitive to an addi-
tional predicted bias. Indeed, in Fig. 1, third row, it is easily
seen that the warped query is shifted towards the right and
bottom, compared to the reference image. This is due to
a constant predicted bias by the network. The W -bipath
objective leads to a drastically better warped query. Also
note that the estimated flow leads to a more accurate warped
query than when trained with the I ′-cycle loss. Training
with the cycle loss from I leads to very poor results instead.
Finally, the cycle loss derived by starting from image J re-
sults in a reasonable warped query, but it has more out-of-
regions artifacts compared to the prediction of the network
trained with the W -bipath loss.

B. Triplet creation and sampling of warps W
B.1. Triplet creation

Our introduced unsupervised learning approach requires
to construct an image triplet (I, I ′, J) from an original im-
age pair (I, J), where all three images must have training
dimensions s × s. We construct the triplet (I, I ′, J) as fol-
lows. The original training image pairs (I, J) are first re-
sized to a fixed size sr × sr, larger than the desired training
image size s × s. We then sample a dense flow W of the
same dimension sr × sr, and create I ′ by warping image
I with W , as I ′ = ΦW (I). Each of the images of the re-
sulting image triplet (I, I ′, J) are then centrally cropped to
the fixed training image size s × s. The central cropping
is necessary to remove most of the black areas in I ′ intro-
duced from the warping operation with large sampled flows
W as well as possible warping artifacts arising at the image
borders. We then additionally apply appearance transforma-
tions to the created image I ′, such as brightness and contrast
changes. This procedure is similar to [31], which employs
solely the warp-supervision objective on (I ′, I).

B.2. Sampling of warps W

As mentioned in the main paper Sec. 3.6, we key ques-
tion raised by our proposed loss formulation is how to sam-
ple the synthetic flows W . The analysis of the properties of
the proposed W -bipath loss brought some insight into what
magnitude ‖W‖ of warps to sample during training. If the
generated warps are too small, there is still a risk of biasing

the prediction towards zero. Instead, using warps of roughly
similar order of magnitude ‖W‖ as the underlying transfor-
mations ‖FJ→I‖ would give equal impact to all three terms
in eq. 8 of the main paper. During training, we randomly
sample it from a distribution W ∼ pW , which we need to
design.

Base transformation sampling: We construct W by sam-
pling homography, Thin-plate Spline (TPS), or affine-TPS
transformations with equal probability. The transformations
parameters are then converted to dense flows of dimension
sr × sr.

Specifically, for homographies and TPS, the four image
corners and a 3 × 3 grid of control points respectively, are
randomly translated in both horizontal and vertical direc-
tions, according to a desired sampling scheme. The trans-
lated and original points are then used to compute the cor-
responding homography and TPS parameters. Finally, the
transformations parameters are converted to dense flows.
For both transformation types, the magnitudes of the trans-
lations are sampled according to a uniform or Gaussian
distribution with a range or standard-deviation σH respec-
tively. Note that for the uniform distribution, the sampling
range is actually [−σH , σH ], when it is centered at zero,
or similarly [1− σH , 1 + σH ] if centered at 1 for exam-
ple. Importantly, the image points coordinates are previ-
ously normalized to be in the interval [−1, 1]. Therefore
σH should be within [0, 1].

For the affine transformations, all parameters, i.e. scale,
translations, shearing and rotation angles, are sampled from
a uniform or Gaussian distribution with range or standard-
deviation equal to τ , t, α and α respectively. For the affine
scale parameter, the corresponding Gaussian sampling is
centered at one whereas for all other parameters, it is cen-
tered at zero. Similarly, for a uniform sampling instead,
the affine scale parameters is sampled within [1− τ, 1 + τ ]
with center at 1, while for all other parameters, the sampling
interval is centered at zero.

Elastic transformations: To make the synthetic flow W
harder for the network to estimate, we also optionally com-
pose the base flow resulting from sampling homography,
TPS and Affine-TPS transformations, with a dense elastic
deformation grid. We generate the corresponding elastic
residual flow ε =

∑
i εi, by adding small local perturba-

tions εi ∈ Rsr×sr×2. More specifically, we create the resid-
ual flow by first generating an elastic deformation motion
field E on a dense grid of dimension sr × sr, as described
in [37]. Since we only want to include elastic perturba-
tions in multiple small regions, we generate binary masks
Si ∈ Rsr×sr , each delimiting the area on which to apply
one local perturbation εi. The final elastic residual flow thus
take the form of ε =

∑
i εi, where εi = E · Si. The final

synthetic warp W is achieved by composing the base flow
with the elastic residual flow ε.



In practise, for the elastic deformation fieldE, we use the
implementation of [3]. The masks Si should be between 0
and 1 and offer a smooth transition between the two, so that
the perturbations appear smoothly. To create each mask Si,
we thus generate a 2D Gaussian centered at a random loca-
tion and with a random standard deviation (up to a certain
value) on a dense grid of size sr × sr. It is then scaled to
2.0 and clipped to 1.0, to obtain smooth regions equal to
1.0 where the perturbations will be applied, and transition
regions on all sides from 1.0 to 0.0.

B.3. Hyper-parameters

In summary, to construct our image triplet (I, I ′, J), the
hyper-parameters are the following:

(i) sr, the resizing image size, on which is applied W to
obtain I ′ before cropping.

(ii) s, the training image size, which correspond to the
size of the training images after cropping.

(iii) σH , the range or standard deviation used for sam-
pling the homography and TPS transformations.

(iv) τ , the range or standard deviation used for sampling
the scaling parameter of the affine transformations.

(v) t, the range or standard deviation used for sampling
the translation parameter of the affine transformations.

(vi) α, the range or standard deviation used for sampling
the rotation angle of the affine transformations. It is also
used as shearing angle.

(vii) σtps, the range or standard deviation used for sam-
pling the TPS transformations, used for the Affine-TPS
compositions.

For simplicity, in all experiments including elastic de-
formations, we use the same elastic transformations hyper-
parameters. Moreover, for all experiments and networks,
we apply the same appearance transformations to image
I ′. Specifically, we use color transformations, by adjust-
ing contrast, saturation, brightness, and hue. With probabil-
ity 0.2, we additionally use a Gaussian blur with a kernel
between 3 and 7, and a standard deviation sampled within
[0.2, 2.0].

C. Training details for WarpC-GLU-Net
We first provide details about the original GLU-Net ar-

chitecture and the modifications we made for this work. We
also briefly review the training strategy of the original work.
We then extensively explain our training approach and the
corresponding implementation details.

C.1. Details about GLU-Net

Architecture: We use GLU-Net as our base architecture.
It is a 4 level pyramidal network, using a VGG-16 feature
backbone [4], initialized with pre-trained weights on Ima-
geNet. It is composed of two sub-networks, L-Net and H-

Net which act at two different resolutions. The L-Net takes
as input rescaled images to hL ×wL = 256× 256 and pro-
cess them with a global feature correlation layer followed
by a local feature correlation layer. The resulting flow is
then upsampled to the lowest resolution of the H-Net to
serve as initial flow, by warping the query features accord-
ing to the estimated flow. The H-Net takes as input images
the original images at unconstrained resolution h × w, and
refines the estimated flow with two local feature correlation
layers. We adopt the GLU-Net architecture and simply re-
place the DenseNet connections [14] of the flow decoders
by residual connections. We also include residual blocks in
the mapping decoder. This drastically reduces the number
of weights while having limited impact on performance.

Training strategy in original work: In the original GLU-
Net [40], the network is trained with the warp-supervision
loss (referred to as a type of self-supervised training strat-
egy in original publication), which corresponds to equation
(3) of the main paper. As for the synthetic sampled transfor-
mations W , Truong et al. [40] use the same 40k synthetic
transformations (affine, thin-plate and homographies) than
in DGC-Net [28], but apply them to images collected from
the DPED [16], CityScapes [5] and ADE-20K [48] datasets.

C.2. WarpC-GLU-Net: our training strategy

We here explain the different steps of our training strat-
egy in more depth.

Training stages: In the first training stage, we train GLU-
Net using our warp consistency loss (Sec. 3.5 of the main
paper) without the visibility mask. This is because the es-
timated flow field needs to reach a reasonable performance
in order to compute the visibility mask (eq. 9 of the main
paper). In the second training stage, we further introduce
the visibility mask in the W -bipath loss term (eq. 8 of the
main paper). In order to enhance difficulty in the second
stage, we increase the transformations strengths and include
additional elastic transformations for the sampled warpsW .
Note that the feature backbone is initialized to the ImageNet
weights and not further trained.

Training dataset: For training, we use the MegaDepth
dataset, consisting of 196 different scenes reconstructed
from 1,070,468 internet photos using COLMAP [34].
Specifically, we use 150 scenes of the dataset and sample
up to 500 random images per scene. It results in around
58k training pairs. Note that we use the same set of train-
ing pairs at each training epoch. For the validation dataset,
we sample up to 100 image pairs from 25 different scenes,
leading to approximately 1800 image pairs. Importantly,
while we can get the corresponding sparse ground-truth cor-
respondences from the SfM reconstructions, we do not use
them during training in this work and only retrieve the im-
age pairs.



Warps W sampling: We resize the image pairs (I, J) to
sr × sr = 750 × 750, sample a dense flow W of the same
dimension and create I ′. Each of the images of the resulting
image triplet (I, I ′, J) is then centrally cropped to s× s =
520 × 520. In the following, we give the parameters used
for the sampling of the flow W in both training stages.

In the first stage, the flows W are created by sampling
homographies, TPS and Affine-TPS transformations with
equal probability. For homographies and TPS, we use a uni-
form sampling scheme with a range equal to [−σH , σH ],
where σH = 0.33, which corresponds to a displacement
of up to 250 pixels for the image size sr = 750. For the
affine transformations, we also sample all parameters, i.e.
scale, translation, shear and rotation angles, from uniform
distributions with ranges respectively equal to τ = 0.45,
t = 0.25, and α = π/12 for both angles. We compose
the affine transformations with TPS transformations, for
which we sample the translation magnitudes uniformly with
a range σtps = 0.08, thus corresponding to a displacement
of up to 60 pixels. We chose a smaller range for the TPS
compositions because we have found empirically that large
ranges led to very drastic resulting dense Affine-TPS flows,
which were not necessarily beneficial in the first training
stage.

In the second stage, we also sample homographies, TPS
and Affine-TPS transformations, but increase their strength.
Specifically, for homography and TPS transformations, we
use a range σH = 0.4 (displacements up to 300 pixels).
The affine parameters are sampled as in the first training
stage, but we increase the range of the uniform sampling
for the TPS transformations to σtps = 0.26 (displacements
up to 200px). To make the flowsW even harder to estimate,
we additionally include elastic transformations, sampled as
explained in Sec. B.
Baseline comparison: For fair comparison, we retrain
GLU-Net using the original training strategy, which corre-
sponds to the warp-supervision training loss, on the same
MegaDepth training images. We also use the same altered
GLU-Net architecture as for WarpC-GLU-Net. Moreover,
we make use of the same synthetic transformations W as
in our first and second training stages. We call this version
GLU-Net*.

C.3. Implementation details

Since GLU-Net is a pyramidal architecture with K lev-
els, we employ a multi-scale training loss, where the loss at
different pyramid levels account for different weights.

L(θ) =

K∑
l=1

γlLl + η ‖θ‖ , (9)

where γl are the weights applied to each pyramid level and
Ll is the corresponding loss computed at each level, which

refers to the warp-supervision loss (eq. 3 of the main paper)
for baseline GLU-Net* and our proposed warp consistency
loss (Sec. 3.5 of the main paper) for WarpC-GLU-Net. The
second term of the loss (9) regularizes the weights of the
network. The hyper-parameters used in the estimation of
our visibility mask V̂ (eq. 9 of the main paper) are set to
α1 = 0.025 and α2 = 0.5. During training, we down-
sample and scale the sampled W from original resolution
h×w to hL×wL in order to obtain the flow field W for L-
Net. For the loss computation, we down-sample the known
flow field W from the base resolution to the different pyra-
mid resolutions without further scaling, so as to obtain the
supervision signals at the different levels.

For training, we use similar training parameters as
in [42]. Specifically, as a preprocessing step, the training
images are mean-centered and normalized using mean and
standard deviation of the ImageNet dataset [21]. For all lo-
cal correlation layers, we employ a search radius r = 4.

For our network WarpC-GLU-Net and the baseline
GLU-Net*, the weights in the training loss (9) are set to
be γ1 = 0.32, γ2 = 0.08, γ3 = 0.02, γ4 = 0.01. During the
first training stage, both networks are trained with a batch
size of 6 for 400k iterations. The learning rate is initially
equal to 10−4, and halved after 250k and 325k iterations.
For the second training stage, we train for 225k iteration
with an initial learning rate of 5.10−5, which is halved after
100k, 150k and 200k iterations. The networks are trained
using Adam optimizer [20] with weight decay of 0.0004.

D. Training details for WarpC-RANSAC-Flow

In this section, we first review the RANSAC-Flow archi-
tecture as well as their original training strategy. We then
explain in more depth the different steps of our training,
leading to WarpC-RANSAC-Flow.

D.1. Details about RANSAC-Flow

Architecture: RANSAC-Flow inference is divided in two
steps. First, the image pairs are pre-aligned by comput-
ing the homography relating them, using multi-scale fea-
ture matching based on off-the-shelf MOCO features [11]
and Ransac. As a second step, the pre-aligned image pairs
are input to the trained RANSAC-Flow model, which pre-
dicts the flow and matchability mask relating them. The
final flow field relating the original images is computed as a
composition of the flow corresponding to the homography
computed in the pre-alignment step, and the predicted flow
field. RANSAC-Flow is a shallow architecture taking im-
age pairs as input, and which regresses the dense flow field
and matchability mask relating one image to the other. It
relies on a single local feature correlation layer computed at
one eight of the input images resolution. The local feature
correlation layer is computed with a small search radius of



r = 3. The flow decoder and matchability branch are both
fully convolutional with three convolution blocks, while the
feature backbone is a modified version of ResNet-18 [12].

Training dataset: As training dataset, RANSAC-Flow
uses images of the MegaDepth dataset [24], from which
they selected a subset of image pairs. They pre-aligned the
image pairs using their pre-processing multi-scale strategy
with off-the-shelf MOCO feature [11] matching and ho-
mography estimation with Ransac. The resulting training
dataset comprises 20k pre-aligned image pairs, for which
the remaining geometric transformation between the frames
is relatively small.

Training strategy in original work: In the original
work [36], the training is separated in three stages. First,
the network is trained using the SSIM loss [43], which is
further combined with the forward-backward cyclic consis-
tency loss (eq. 2 of the main paper) in the second stage.
During the two first stages, only the feature backbone and
the flow decoder are trained, while the matchability branch
remains unchanged and unused. In the last stage, the match-
ability branch is also trained by weighting the previous
losses with the predicted mask and including a regulariza-
tion matchability loss. A disadvantage of this approach is
that all losses need to be scaled with a hyper-parameter, re-
quiring expensive manual-tuning.

D.2. WarpC-RANSAC-Flow: our training strategy

Training stages: In the first training stage, we apply our
proposed loss (Sec. 3.5 of the main paper) without the vis-
ibility mask, as in the first stage of WarpC-GLU-Net. The
visibility mask (eq. 8 of the main paper) is introduced in
the second stage of training. As in original RANSAC-Flow,
the two first stages only train the feature backbone and the
flow decoder while keeping the matchability branch fixed
(and unused). In the third stage, we jointly train the fea-
ture backbone, flow decoder and the matchability branch.
As training loss, we use the original matchability regular-
ization loss and further replace our visibility mask V̂ in the
W -bipath loss (eq. 8 of the main paper) with the predicted
mask, output of the matchability branch.

Warps W sampling: We resize original images (I, J)
to sr × sr = 300 × 300. Following original RANSAC-
Flow, the final training images have dimension s × s =
224 × 224. Because RANSAC-Flow uses a single local
correlation layer with a search radius of 3 computed at
one eight of the original image resolution, the network can
theoretically only estimate geometric transformations up to
3.8 = 24 pixels in all directions. This is a very limited com-
pared to GLU-Net or other matching networks. It makes
RANSAC-Flow architecture very sensitive to the magnitude
of the geometric transformations and limited in the range of
displacements that it can actually estimate. It also implies

that the RANSAC-Flow pre-alignement stage (with off-the-
shelf feature matching and Ransac) is crucial for the suc-
cess of the matching process in general. We thus need to
sample transformations W within the range of the network
capabilities. As a result, we construct the warps W by sam-
pling only homographies and TPS transformations from a
Gaussian distribution. This is because the Affine-TPS trans-
formations lead to larger geometric transformations and are
more difficult to parametrize for a network very sensitive
to the strength of geometric transformations. The Gaussian
sampling gives more importance to transformations of small
magnitudes, as opposed to the uniform sampling used for
WarpC-GLU-Net.

The homography and TPS transforms are sampled from
a Gaussian distribution with standard deviation σH = 0.08,
which corresponds to a displacement of 24 pixels in an im-
age size sr × sr = 300 × 300. We further integrate addi-
tional elastic transformations, which were shown beneficial
to boost the network accuracy. We use the above sampling
scheme for all three training stages.

D.3. Implementation details

RANSAC-Flow only estimates the flow at one eight of
the original image resolution. Loss computations is per-
formed at image resolution, i.e. s × s = 224 × 224, after
upsampling the estimated flow field. Following the orig-
inal work, we also compute training losses at the image
resolution. The hyper-parameters used in the estimation of
our visibility mask V̂ (eq. 9 of the main paper) are set to
α1 = 0.01 and α2 = 0.5.

For training, we use similar training parameters as
in [36]. As pre-processing, we scale the input network
images to [0, 1]. During the first training stage, WarpC-
RANSAC-Flow is trained with a batch size of 10 for 300k
iterations. The learning rate is initially equal to 8.10−4, and
halved after 200k iterations. For the second training stage,
we train for 140k iteration with a constant learning rate of
4.10−4. Finally, the third training stages also uses an ini-
tial learning rate of 4.10−4 halved after 200k iterations, and
comprises a total of 300k iterations. To weight the match-
ability regularization loss with respect to our warp consis-
tency loss in the third stage, we use a constant factor of 0.6
applied to the matchability loss.

E. Training details for
WarpC-SemanticGLU-Net

Here, we first review the SemanticGLU-Net architecture
as well as their original training strategy. We then provide
additional details about our training strategy, resulting in
WarpC-SemanticGLU-Net.



E.1. Details about SemanticGLU-Net

Architecture: SemanticGLU-Net is derived from GLU-
Net [42], with two architectural modifications, making it
more suitable for semantic data. Specifically, the global
feature correlation layer is followed by a consensus net-
work [33]. The features from the different levels in the L-
Net are also concatenated, similarly to [17].

Training strategy in original work: SemanticGLU-Net
was originally trained using the same procedure as GLU-
Net [42]. It is explained in Sec. C.

E.2. WarpC-SemanticGLU-Net:
our training strategy

Training procedure: We only finetune on semantic data,
from the original pretrained SemanticGLU-Net model, ini-
tialized with the weights provided by the authors. The
VGG-16 feature backbone is initialized to the ImageNet
weights and not further finetuned. We use our warp consis-
tency loss (Sec. 3.5 of the main paper), where the visibility
mask V̂ is directly included. Note that since SemanticGLU-
Net is trained using solely the warp-supervision objective,
the overall training of WarpC-SemanticGLU-Net does not
use any flow annotations.

Training dataset: We use the PF-Pascal [9] images as
training dataset. Following the dataset split in [10], we par-
tition the total 1351 image pairs into a training set of 735
pairs, validation set of 308 pairs and test set of 308 pairs,
respectively. The 735 training images are augmented by
mirroring, random cropping and exchanging the images in
the pair. It leads to a total of 2940 training image pairs.

Warps W sampling: We resize the image pairs (I, J)
to sr × sr = 500 × 500, sample a dense flow W of the
same dimension and create I ′. Each of the images of the
resulting image triplet (I, I ′, J) is then centrally cropped to
s × s = 400 × 400. The flows W are created by sampling
homographies, TPS and Affine-TPS transformations with
equal probability. For homographies and TPS, we use a
uniform sampling scheme with a range equal to [−σH , σH ],
where σH = 0.2, which corresponds to a displacement of
100px, in image size sr = 500. For the affine transfor-
mations, we also sample all parameters, i.e. scale, transla-
tion, shear and rotation angles, from uniform distributions
with ranges respectively equal to τ = 0.4, t = 0.25, and
α = π/12 for both angles. We compose the affine transfor-
mations with TPS transformations, for which we sample the
translation magnitudes uniformly with a range σtps = 0.2,
thus corresponding to a displacement of 100px.

Implementation details: For our network WarpC-
SemanticGLU-Net, the weights in the training loss (9) are
set to γ1 = 0.32, γ2 = 0.08, γ3 = 0.02, γ4 = 0.01. We
train with a batch size of 5, for a total of 7k iterations. The

learning rate is initially equal to 8.10−5, and halved after
4k, 5k and 6k iterations. The network is trained using Adam
optimizer [20] with weight decay of 0.0004.

F. Training details for method analysis
For the method analysis corresponding to Sec. 4.1 of the

main paper, we use as base network GLU-Net [42]. Ar-
chitecture description and implementation details are ex-
plained in Sec. C. In this section, for completeness we pro-
vide additional details about the training procedure used for
each of the compared networks, when necessary.
Warp consistency graph analysis: All networks are
trained following the first WarpC-GLU-Net training stage,
i.e. without including the visibility mask in the bipath or cy-
cle losses. We employ the same warps W for all networks,
which correspond to the sampling distribution used in the
first training stage, as detailed in Sec. C.
Ablation study: Networks in ablation study are trained
according to the stages described in Sec. C.
Comparison to alternative losses: We provide implemen-
tation details for networks trained with alternative losses.
For all unsupervised learning objectives, we train the net-
work in two stages. First, we use solely the evaluated loss,
without visibility or occlusion mask. In the second stage,
we further finetune the resulting model, extending the eval-
uated loss with the visibility mask, estimated as in [27]. For
the objectives including our warp consistency loss (WarpC)
or the warp-supervision loss, we use the same synthetic
warp W distribution than introduced in Sec. C. In the fol-
lowing, we give details about each training using an alter-
native loss.

Warp-supervision + forward-backward: Selecting a
hyper-parameter is necessary to weight the forward-
backward loss with respect to the warp-supervision
objective. After manual tuning, we weight the
forward-backward term with a constant factor equal
to 0.05. It ensures that the forward-backward term
accounts for about half of the magnitude of the
warp-supervision loss. For further implementation
details, refer to Sec. C.

Census: The implementation details are the same than ex-
plained in Sec. C. Particularly, we found that down-
sampling the images to the flow resolution at each level
for loss computation gave better results than upsam-
pling the estimated flows to image resolution.

SSIM: To compute the loss, we upsample the estimated
flow from each level to image resolution, i.e. h× w =
520 × 520 for the HNet and hL × wL = 256 × 256
for the LNet. This strategy led to significantly better
results than downsampling the images instead. As a



result, because GLU-Net is a multi-scale architecture
and the loss is computed using the flow from each res-
olution, the weights of the final training loss (9) are set
to γ1 = 0.08, γ2 = 0.08, γ3 = 0.01, γ4 = 0.01. This
gives equal contribution to all levels, since estimated
flows at levels of L-Net and H-Net are upsampled to
respectively hL × wL and h × w. SSIM is computed
with a window size of 11 pixels, following RANSAC-
Flow [36].

SSIM + forward-backward: The model trained using the
SSIM loss is further finetuned with the combination of
photometric SSIM and forward-backward consistency
losses (eq. 2 of the main paper). Both loss terms are
balanced with a constant factor equal to 0.1, applied
to the forward-backward consistency term. It ensures
that the forward-backward term accounts for about half
of the magnitude of the SSIM loss. Implementation
details are the same than when training with the SSIM
loss only.

SSIM + WarpC: For the WarpC loss, we follow the train-
ing procedure and implementation details provided in
Sec. C, i.e. we compute the loss at estimated flow res-
olution. For the SSIM loss term, we instead follow the
training strategy explained above, i.e. we compute the
loss at image resolution. For the WarpC term, the dif-
ferent levels weights of the final training loss (9) are
set to be γ1 = 0.32, γ2 = 0.08, γ3 = 0.02, γ4 =
0.01, while for the SSIM loss term they are set to
γ1 = 0.08, γ2 = 0.08, γ3 = 0.01, γ4 = 0.01. Each
loss term, i.e. WarpC and SSIM, is computed indepen-
dently and the final loss is the sum of both.

Sparse ground-truth data: Since the ground-truth
is sparse, it is inconvenient to down-sample the
ground-truth to different resolutions. We thus in-
stead up-sample the estimated flow fields to the
ground-truth resolution and compute the loss at
this resolution. As for SSIM, we therefore use
γ1 = 0.08, γ2 = 0.08, γ3 = 0.01, γ4 = 0.01 for the
level weights of the final training loss (9).

G. Analysis of transformations W
In this section, we analyse the impact of the sampled

transformations’ strength on the performance of the corre-
sponding trained WarpC networks. As explained in Sec. B,
the strength of the warps W is mostly controlled by the
standard-deviation or range σH , used to sample the base
homography and TPS transformations. We thus analyse the
effect of the sampling range σH on the evaluation results
of the corresponding WarpC networks, particularly WarpC-
GLU-Net and WarpC-SemanticGLU-Net. We do not pro-
vide such analysis for WarpC-RANSAC-Flow because as
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Figure 2. PCK curves obtained on the PF-Pascal [9] images by
WarpC-SemanticGLU-Net, for different sampling ranges σH used
to create the synthetic transformations W during training.
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Figure 3. PCK for α thresholds in {0.05, 0.1, 0.15} obtained on
the PF-Pascal [9] images by WarpC-SemanticGLU-Net, for dif-
ferent sampling ranges σH used to create the synthetic transfor-
mations W during training.

mentioned in Sec. D, RANSAC-Flow architecture is lim-
ited to a small range of displacements that it can estimate,
which also limits the range σH over which we can sample
the warps W .
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Figure 4. PCK curves obtained by GLU-Net based networks trained using our warp consistency loss, for different sampling ranges σH .
Transformations W are sampled according to the first training stage.
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Figure 5. PCK for pixel thresholds in {1, 3, 5, 10} obtained by GLU-Net based networks trained using our warp consistency loss, for
different sampling ranges σH . Transformations W are sampled according to the first training stage.



While we choose a specific distribution pW to sample the
transformations parameters used to construct the flow W ,
our experiments show that the performance of the trained
networks according to our proposed warp consistency loss
(Sec. 3.5 of the main paper) is relatively insensitive to the
strength of the transformations W , if they remain in a rea-
sonable bound. We present these experiments below.

WarpC-GLU-Net: Specifically, we analyze the PCK
curves obtained by GLU-Net based models, trained fol-
lowing our first training stage (Sec. C), for varying ranges
σH used to sample the TPS and homography transforma-
tions. Note that for all networks, the sampling distributions
of the affine-tps transformations are the same. We plot in
Fig. 4 the resulting curves, computed on the MegaDepth and
RobotCar datasets. For completeness, we additionally plot
the PCK values for fixed pixel thresholds in {1, 3, 5, 10}
versus the sampling range σH in Fig. 5. On MegaDepth,
increasing the sampling range σH from 0.13 to 0.67 leads
to an improvement of the resulting network’s robustness to
large geometric transformations, i.e. an increase in PCK-3,
5 and 10. Further increasing σH up to 0.8 leads to a de-
crease in these PCK values. For PCK-1 however, networks
trained with sampling ranges within [0.13, 0.53] obtain sim-
ilar accuracy. The accuracy starts dropping for larger sam-
pling ranges. We select σH = 0.33 because it obtains
the best PCK-1 and good PCK-3, 5 and 10. Nevertheless,
note that networks trained using sampling ranges within
[0.2, 0.53] lead to relatively similar PCK metrics, within 2-
3 %. Moreover, on RobotCar, all networks obtain similar
PCK metrics, independently of the sampling range σH .

WarpC-SemanticGLU-Net: As for WarpC-GLU-Net, we
show that the performance of WarpC-SemanticGLU-Net is
relatively insensitive to the strength of the transformations
W , if they remain in a reasonable bound. Specifically, we
analyze the PCK curves obtained by WarpC-SemanticGLU-
Net based models, for varying ranges σH used to sample the
TPS and homography transformations of W during train-
ing. Note that for all networks, the sampling distributions
of the affine-tps transformations are the same. We plot in
Fig. 2 the resulting curves evaluated on the test set of PF-
Pascal and in Fig. 3 the results for specific PCK values. For
sampling ranges σH within [0.1, 0.5], the results of the cor-
responding trained WarpC-SemanticGLU-Net are all very
similar overall. Particularly, the gap between all networks
for α > 0.05 is very small, within 1 %. For α < 0.05, dif-
ferences amount to 4%. We selected σH = 0.2 because it
led to a slightly better PCK for the low threshold α = 0.05.

H. Time and memory efficiency

We here discuss the time and memory efficiency of our
unsupervised approach during training and testing. Our loss
formulation does not impact inference time and memory
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Figure 6. Validation metrics w.r.t. training time for GLU-Net.

requirements, which remain at the baseline. For WarpC-
GLU-Net, on an RTX 2080Ti GPU with 11GB, we fit 10
image pairs for warp-supervision during training and 6 im-
age triplets for our objective. We use the same image size
520 × 520. The training times per pair/triplet are 190 ms
for the former and 240 ms (×1.26) for ours. We visualize
the convergence speed (validation performance) as a func-
tion of training time for both approaches in Fig. 6. While
each iteration is slower, our warp consistency strategy leads
to faster convergence and vastly better final performance.
The overall training times of our models WarpC-GLU-Net,
WarpC-RANSAC-Flow and WarpC-SemanticGLU-Net are
7, 4 and 1 days respectively.

I. Experimental setup and datasets
In this section, we first provide details about the evalua-

tion datasets and metrics. We then explain the experimental
set-up in more depth.

I.1. Evaluation metrics

AEPE: AEPE is defined as the Euclidean distance between
estimated and ground truth flow fields, averaged over all
valid pixels of the reference image.
PCK: The Percentage of Correct Keypoints (PCK) is com-
puted as the percentage of correspondences x̃j with an Eu-
clidean distance error ‖x̃j − xj‖ ≤ T , w.r.t. to the ground
truth xj , that is smaller than a threshold T .

I.2. Evaluation datasets and set-up

HPatches: The HPatches dataset [1] is a benchmark for
geometric matching correspondence estimation. It depicts
planar scenes, with transformations restricted to homogra-
phies. As in DGC-Net [28], we only employ the 59 se-
quences labelled with v_X, which have viewpoint changes,
thus excluding the ones labelled i_X, which only have
illumination changes. Each image sequence contains a
query image and 5 reference images taken under increas-
ingly larger viewpoints changes, with sizes ranging from
450× 600 to 1613× 1210.
MegaDepth: The MegaDepth dataset [24] depicts real
scenes with extreme viewpoint changes. No real ground-
truth correspondences are available, so we use the result
of SfM reconstructions to obtain sparse ground-truth corre-
spondences. We follow the same procedure and test images



MegaDepth RobotCar HPatches
PCK-1 PCK-5 PCK-10 PCK-1 PCK-5 PCK-10 AEPE PCK-5

Stage1, pretrained VGG16 43.47 69.90 75.23 2.49 35.28 56.45 22.83 78.60
Stage1, from scratch 43.74 68.21 73.07 2.36 34.14 54.76 22.75 81.73

Stage2, pretrained VGG16 50.61 78.61 82.94 2.51 35.92 57.44 21.00 83.24
Stage2, from scratch 51.16 77.64 81.86 2.43 35.12 56.53 21.22 83.83

Table 2. Feature backbone training for both training stages of
WarpC-GLU-Net.

than [36], spanning 19 scenes. More precisely, 1600 pairs
of images were randomly sampled, that shared more than 30
points. The test pairs are from different scenes than the ones
we used for training and validation. Correspondences were
obtained by using 3D points from SfM reconstructions and
projecting them onto the pairs of matching images. It re-
sults in approximately 367K correspondences. During eval-
uation, following [36], all the images and ground-truths are
resized to have minimum dimension 480 pixels.

RobotCar: Images in RobotCar depict outdoor road
scenes, taken under different weather and lighting condi-
tions. While the image pairs show similar view-points, they
are particularly challenging due to their many textureless
regions. For evaluation, we use the correspondences origi-
nally introduced by [26]. Following [36], all the images and
ground-truths are resized to have minimum dimension 480
pixels.

TSS: The TSS dataset [38] contains 400 image pairs, di-
vided into three groups: FG3DCAR, JODS, and PASCAL,
according to the origins of the images. The dense flow fields
annotations for the foreground object in each pair is pro-
vided along with a segmentation mask. Evaluation is done
on 800 pairs, by also exchanging query and reference im-
ages. Evaluation is done by computing PCK for a pixel
threshold computed with respect to query image size.

PF-Pascal: The PF-PASCAL [9] benchmark is built from
the PASCAL 2011 keypoint annotation dataset [2]. It con-
sists of 20 diverse object categories, ranging from chairs to
sheep. Sparse manual annotations are provided for 300 im-
age pairs. Evaluation is done by computing PCK for a pixel
threshold computed with respect to query image size.

PF-Willow: The PF-WILLOW dataset consists of 900 im-
age pairs selected from a total of 100 images [8]. It spans
four object categories. Sparse annotations are provided for
all pairs. For evaluation, we report the PCK scores with
multiple thresholds (α = 0.05, 0.10, 0.15) with respect to
bounding box size in order to compare with prior methods.

J. Additional method analysis experiments
In this section, we extend the method analysis corre-

sponding to Sec. 4.1 of the main paper.

Feature backbone training: We train WarpC-GLU-Net
from scratch, including the VGG-16 feature backbone,
without initializing it with the pre-trained VGG-16 weights
on ImageNet. We compare this version to the one using the

pre-trained VGG-16 weights, which are fixed during both
training stages. In general, both networks achieve similar
results, allowing us to use ImageNet initialization to reduce
overall training time. In the first training stage, training
the feature backbone from scratch leads to a slightly better
accuracy on MegaDepth (PCK-1) as compared to the pre-
trained VGG-16 version. However, the resulting model is
somewhat less robust to large displacements, evidenced by
the lower PCK-10 results. On RobotCar, the network with
feature training also obtains slightly worst results, which
could be due to the fact that the version using pre-trained
weights on ImageNet saw more image diversity. How-
ever, training from scratch leads to better performance on
HPatches, with a significant +3% in PCK-5. In the second
training stage, the trend is the same but the gap between the
two network trainings further reduces.

Additional comparison to alternative unsupervised
losses: We here provide additional comparison to other un-
supervised losses. We also evaluate more combinations of
losses. Results are reported in Tab. 3, which extends Tab. 3
of the main paper. For completeness, we train a version of
GLU-Net using standard unsupervised losses in the litera-
ture, i.e. photometric (SSIM [43] here), forward-backward
(eq. 2 of the main paper) and smoothness loss in (III). For
the smoothness loss, we use a first order smoothness con-
straint, following [46]. Adding the smoothness loss leads to
an improvement compared to only SSIM (I) or the combina-
tion of SSIM and forward-backward (II), particularly on the
RobotCar dataset. Nevertheless, it is still significantly lower
than our proposed unsupervised approach (VI) for all met-
rics and datasets, except for PCK-1 on MegaDepth. More-
over, it also obtains lower metrics than the combination of
our warp consistency loss with the photometric SSIM loss
(VII) on the MegaDepth and HPatches dataset. The Robot-
Car dataset depicts scenes with little geometric transforma-
tions but large appearance variations in the form of sea-
sonal or day-time changes for example (see Fig. 9). As
a result, the photometric consistency is strongly violated on
those images, while a smoothness loss is beneficial, which
explains that the combination of the three classical unsu-
pervised losses (III) leads to slightly better results than the
combination of our proposed approach and the photometric
SSIM loss (VII). Nevertheless, our proposed warp consis-
tency approach (VI) alone outperforms all other methods
on RobotCar.

MegaDepth RobotCar HPatches
PCK-1 PCK-5 PCK-10 PCK-1 PCK-5 PCK-10 AEPE PCK-5

I SSIM (1) 51.93 69.58 71.58 2.18 31.48 51.65 38.62 62.61
II SSIM + f-b (1)+(2) 52.59 70.78 72.78 2.12 31.86 52.13 35.79 64.48
III SSIM + smoothness + f-b 55.00 71.24 73.10 2.42 34.76 55.75 38.13 66.46
IV Warp-superv. (3) 38.51 60.33 66.57 2.30 33.21 54.19 26.88 78.07
V Warp-superv. + SSIM (3)+(1) 56.58 73.81 75.69 2.27 33.05 53.97 29.50 71.34
VI WarpC (3)+(8) 50.61 78.61 82.94 2.51 35.92 57.44 21.00 83.24
VII WarpC + SSIM 55.82 74.89 77.08 2.38 34.56 55.50 26.04 72.44

Table 3. Additional comparison and combination of alternative
losses. All equations numbers refer to the main paper.
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Figure 7. Qualitative ablation study of our unsupervised training approach, using GLU-Net as base network. We employ images of the
MegaDepth dataset. Note that in the dense estimation settings, the network must predict a match for every pixels in the reference, even in
obviously occluded regions. Only correspondences found in overlapping regions are relevant nevertheless.

We also train the combination of warp-supervision loss
and SSIM (V). It leads to an improvement compared to
SSIM (I) for all dataset and metrics. Nevertheless, on
RobotCar and HPatches, the improvement brought by the
warp-supervision loss in (V) is significantly lower than the
increase brought by combining our proposed warp consis-
tency loss (WarpC) with SSIM in (VII). On MegaDepth,
WarpC combined with SSIM (VII) achieves better perfor-
mance than warp-supervision and SSIM (V) for PCK-5 and
PCK-10, for a slightly lower performance on sub-pixel ac-
curacy (PCK-1). This confirms that the warp consistency
loss enables to handle the large appearance and geometric
changes present between real image pairs, while the warp-
supervision loss mostly focuses on getting accuracy to small
displacements. Moreover, note that both combinations of
SSIM with warp-supervision (V) or WarpC (VII) obtain
worse results than our warp consistency loss (WarpC) in
(VI) for all datasets and thresholds, except for PCK-1 on
MegaDepth.

Qualitative ablation study: Next, we show qualitative re-
sults of our ablation study, corresponding to Tab. 2 of the

main paper. We warp the queries according to the flows es-
timated by GLU-Net networks trained with different losses,
and present the corresponding qualitative results in Fig. 7.
Note that in the dense estimation settings, the network is ob-
ligated to predict a match for every pixels in the reference,
even in obviously occluded regions. Occluded regions can
be filtered out using e.g. a forward-backward consistency
mask [27], or by letting the network predict a visibility mask
as in [36, 28].

On image pairs (c) and (d), the superiority of the W -
bipath loss as opposed to the warp-supervision loss is obvi-
ous. The warp-supervision loss, solely relying on synthetic
training image pairs, is not equipped to handle the large and
complex 3D motions present in these example pairs. On
the contrary, the W -bipath constraint benefits from direct
supervision to improve the predictions between real image
pairs during training.

The benefit of not back-propagating the gradients
through the estimated flow used in the warping operation
(’W -bipath, grad’ refers to version with back-propagation)
is best illustrated in examples (b) and (c). It leads to a gen-



Figure 8. Impact of including the visibility mask (eq. 9 of the main
paper) in the W -bipath training loss (eq. 8 of the main paper).

erally more accurate and stable flow predictions. The W -
bipath loss version without back-propagation is used as de-
fault for the rest of the section, unless otherwise stated.

Combining the warp-supervision with the W -bipath loss
drives the network to be more accurate. It is particularly
visible on image pairs (a) and (b). On both these examples,
combining the warp-supervision with the W -bipath loss re-
sults in a more stable and accurate estimated flow.

The impact of extending theW -bipath objective with our
visibility mask (eq. 8 of the main paper) is well illustrated
on examples (c) and (d). In the former, training with the vis-
ibility mask permits to ’clean’ the estimated flow and pro-
duces a much more accurate prediction. In (d), it allows
to get the correct overall geometric transformations and re-
moves most of the shakiness present for previous networks.
In general, introducing the visibility mask is a crucial step,
which enables the network to better deal with very large
geometric variations, such as drastic scale or view-point
changes, as visualised in Fig. 8.

Finally, training using harder warpsW leads to improved
accuracy to small details, as evidenced in example (b),
where the columns in the warped query appear straighter.

Method analysis on semantic data: For completeness,
we also empirically analyze and decompose our proposed
warp consistency loss, when trained and evaluated on se-
mantic data. We follow the training procedure detailed
in Sec. E. In Tab. 4, we show results on the TSS [38],
PF-Pascal [9] and PF-Willow [8] datasets. From the pre-
trained SemanticGLU-Net, further finetuning on PF-Pascal
using solely the warp-supervision objective improves upon
SemanticGLU-Net on all datasets and metrics. Using the
W -bipath loss instead leads to slightly better performance
on TSS images, but drastic improvement on PF-Willow and
PF-Pascal. This is because image pairs of those two datasets
are generally much harder and ambiguous than for TSS im-
ages, and therefore benefit more from the supervision on

TSS PF-Pascal PF-Willow
Avg. α=0.05 α=0.1 α=0.05 α=0.1

SemanticGLU-Net 82.8 46.0 70.6 36.4 63.8
Warp-superv. (eq. 3 of m.p) 85.2 48.8 72.4 39.7 67.5
W -bipath (eq. 8 of m.p) 85.5 62.9 82.0 47.1 75.4
W -bipath + Warp-sup. (WarpC) 87.2 62.1 81.7 49.0 75.1

Table 4. Warp consistency graph analysis on semantic data.

real image pairs provided by our warp consistency objective
during training. Further combining both objectives (WarpC-
SemanticGLU-Net) leads to a substantial improvement on
TSS for similar performances than solely theW -bipath loss
on PF-Pascal. The combination with the warp-supervision
objective also results in an additional boost in accuracy for
the lowest threshold α = 0.05 on PF-Willow. For refer-
ence, we visualize image examples and the performance of
WarpC-SemanticGLU-Net on TSS in Fig. 13, 14, 15, and
on PF-Pascal in Fig. 16, 17 , 18. Also note that training
with the photometric SSIM loss diverges, because it cannot
handle the radical appearance and shape variations between
multiple instances of the same object class.

K. Detailed results
In this section, we provide additional results for pose

estimation using RANSAC-Flow as base network. We
also further evaluate WarpC-GLU-Net on the HPatches
dataset [1] and compare it to state-of-the-art methods. We
then provide more detailed results on the PF-Pascal seman-
tic dataset [9]. We additionally give evaluation results on
the PF-Willow dataset [8] and the SPair-71K dataset [29].
We also show the possible extension of our unsupervised
training approach to the optical flow task. Finally, we
present extensive qualitative results on multiple geometric
and semantic matching datasets.

K.1. Results on pose estimation

Since RANSAC-Flow predicts a matchability mask
along with the dense correspondences, we additionally eval-
uate both jointly for the task of pose estimation. Specifi-
cally, we follow the standard set-up of [47] and evaluate on
4 scenes of the YFCC100M dataset [39], each comprising
1000 image pairs.
YFCC100M: The YFCC100M dataset represents touristic
landmark images. The ground-truth poses were created by
generating 3D reconstructions from a subset of the collec-
tions [13]. We use the evaluation procedure introduced in
RANSAC-Flow [36]. In particular, the original images and
ground-truths are resized to have a minimum dimension of
480.
mAP: For the task of pose estimation, we use mAP as the
evaluation metric, following [47]. The absolute rotation er-
ror |Rerr| is computed as the absolute value of the rotation
angle needed to align ground-truth rotation matrix R with



estimated rotation matrix R̂, such as

Rerr = cos−1
Tr(R−1R̂)− 1

2
, (10)

where operator Tr denotes the trace of a matrix. The trans-
lation error Terr is computed similarly, as the angle to align
the ground-truth translation vector T with the estimated
translation vector T̂ .

Terr = cos−1
T · T̂

‖T‖
∥∥∥T̂∥∥∥ , (11)

where · denotes the dot-product. The accuracy Acc-κ for
a threshold κ is computed as the percentage of image pairs
for which the maximum of Terr and |Rerr| is below this
threshold. mAP is defined according to original implemen-
tation [47], i.e. mAP @5° is equal to Acc-5, mAP @10° is
the average of Acc-5 and Acc-10, while mAP @20° is the
average over Acc-5, Acc-10, Acc-15 and Acc-20.

Results: RANSAC-Flow infers the dense flow field re-
lating an image pair, coupled with a predicted matcha-
bility mask, both trained unsupervised. Pose estimation
on YFCC100M evaluates the performance of the predicted
flow and mask jointly. Indeed, for pose estimation, confi-
dence or mask prediction is crucial in order to select the
accurate matches from the dense flow output and further
use them to compute the pose. Results on YFCC100M are
presented in Tab. 5. In the original RANSAC-Flow work,
results are only reported when using an additional seman-
tic segmentation network (SegNet) to better filter unreliable
correspondences, in e.g. sky. However, using a segmenta-
tion networks makes the overall method supervised. We
therefore present results without any segmentation network,
purely relying on RANSAC-Flow outputs. Without this ad-
ditional segmentation, the performance of RANSAC-Flow
is drastically reduced. In contrast, WarpC-RANSAC-Flow,
trained with our unsupervised approach (Sec. D), can di-
rectly estimate highly robust and generalizable matchabil-
ity masks. The predicted masks of RANSAC-Flow and our
approach WarpC-RANSAC-Flow are visually compared in
Fig. 12, in yellow and red respectively. Crucially, train-

mAP @5° mAP @10° mAP @20°

Superpoint [6] 30.50 50.83 67.85
SIFT [25] 46.83 68.03 80.58
D2D [44] 55.58 66.79 -

RANSAC-Flow [36] (SegNet) 63.48 72.93 81.59
WarpC-RANSAC-Flow (SegNet) 62.90 72.48 81.56

RANSAC-Flow [36] 30.93 38.20 46.88
WarpC-RANSAC-Flow 61.85 71.24 79.86

Table 5. Two-view geometry estimation on YFCC100M [39]. In-
cluding an additional segmentation network (SegNet) makes the
overall training supervised.

AEPE ↓ PCK-1 (%) ↑ PCK-5 (%) ↑
DGC-Net [28] 33.26 12.00 58.06
GLU-Net [42] 25.05 39.55 78.54
GLU-Net-GOCor [41] 20.16 41.55 81.43
GLU-Net* 25.04 39.37 78.60
WarpC-GLU-Net 21.00 41.00 83.24

Table 6. HPatches homography dataset [1].

ing with a photometric objective does not permit to iden-
tify unreliable matching regions such as the sky, that fit
the brightness constancy assumption of the photometric ob-
jective. These regions, when included for pose estimation
computation, will drastically reduce the performance of the
network. On the other hand, our proposed unsupervised ob-
jective enables to identify accurate matching regions and to
filter out outliers or unreliable regions, leading to drastically
better results.

K.2. Results on HPatches

We here present results of WarpC-GLU-Net against
baseline GLU-Net* and state-of-the-art methods on the
geometric matching homography dataset HPatches [1] in
Tab. 6. Our approach WarpC-GLU-Net scores second in
AEPE and PCK-1, after the recent GLU-Net-GOCor, which
uses the GOCor module [41] in replacement to the feature
correlation layer. We could also use our unsupervised learn-
ing approach to train GLU-Net-GOCor and further benefit
from the improvement brought by GOCor. WarpC-GLU-
Net is nevertheless significantly better than GLU-Net and
baseline GLU-Net*, which both use a warp-supervision
training loss.

K.3. Additional results on semantic matching

In this section, we present additional results on seman-
tic data. While our proposed warp supervision objective
offers a general training approach, applicable to multiple
tasks such as semantic as well as geometric matching, we
here compare it to methods specifically and exclusively de-
signed for semantic data.
PF-Pascal and PF-Willow: In Tab. 7, we extend Tab. 5 of
the main paper, by showing PCK results for the threshold
α = 0.15 on the PF-Pascal dataset. We additionally report
evaluation results on the PF-Willow dataset [8].

On the PF-Pascal data, our proposed approach WarpC-
SemanticGLU-Net ranks first for the lowest threshold
α = 0.05. For the second and third thresholds, it is
marginally behind the current state-of-the-art DCC-Net [15]
and DHPF [30] (0.6 % for α = 0.1 and 1.4 % for α = 0.15).
Note however, that these networks use a much stronger and
deeper pre-trained feature backbone, namely ResNet-101,
while we employ a VGG-16 backbone. On PF-Willow,
WarpC-SemanticGLU-Net ranks second for all thresholds,
shortly after the recent DHPF [30]. Nevertheless, it obtains



TSS PF-Pascal PF-Willow
PCK @ αimg PCK @ αimg PCK @ αbbox

Supervision Methods Features FG3DCar JODS Pascal Avg. α = 0.05 α = 0.10 α = 0.15 α = 0.05 α = 0.10 α = 0.15

segmentation mask SF-Net [23] ResNet-101 - - - - 53.6 81.9 90.6 46.3 74.0 84.2

warp-supervision CNNGeo(S) [31] ResNet-101 90.1 76.4 56.3 74.4 41.0 69.5 80.4 36.9 69.2 77.8
(synthetic pairs) GLU-Net [42] VGG-16 93.2 73.3 71.1 79.2 42.2 69.1 83.1 30.4 57.7 72.9

GLU-Net-GOCor [41] VGG-16 94.6 77.9 77.7 83.4 36.6 56.8 - - - -
A2Net [35] ResNet-101 - - - - 42.8 70.8 83.3 36.3 68.8 84.4

image-level WeakAlign [32] ResNet-101 90.3 76.4 56.5 74.4 49.0 74.8 84.0 38.2 71.2 85.8
labels RTNs [18] ResNet-101 90.3 76.4 56.5 74.4 55.2 75.9 85.2 41.3 71.9 86.2

PARN [17] ResNet-101 89.5 75.9 71.2 78.8 - - - - - -
NC-Net [33] ResNet-101 94.5 81.4 57.1 77.7 54.3 78.9 86.0 33.8 67.0 83.7
DCCNet [15] ResNet-101 93.5 82.6 57.6 77.9 55.6 82.3 90.5 43.6 73.8 86.5
DHPF [30] ResNet-101 - - - - 56.1 82.1 91.1 50.2 80.2 91.1
SAM-Net [19] VGG-19 96.1 82.2 67.2 81.8 60.1 80.2 86.9 - - -

warp-supervision Semantic-GLU-Net [42] VGG-16 94.4 75.5 78.3 82.8 46.0 70.6 83.3 36.4 63.8 78.4
image-level labels WarpC-SemanticGLU-Net (Ours) VGG-16 97.1 84.7 79.7 87.2 62.1 81.7 89.7 49.0 75.1 86.9

Table 7. PCK [%] obtained by different state-of-the-art unsupervised methods on the TSS [38], PF-Pascal [9] and PF-Willow [8] datasets
for the task of semantic matching. Results from [31, 35, 32, 18, 33, 15] are from [30]. Best results are highlighted in red, while second
best are in blue. We compare our approach WarpC-SemanticGLU-Net to methods specifically and exclusively designed for semantic data,
trained unsupervised. On the contrary, our proposed warp consistency loss (Sec. 3.5 of the main paper) offers a general formulation,
applicable to multiple tasks, including geometric and semantic matching. In the last section of the table, we highlight the improvement
brought by our unsupervised finetuning.

substantially better results than all other methods excluding
DHPF, especially for the lowest threshold α = 0.05 with a
notable improvement of +2.7% compared to next best ap-
proach. We also note that DHPF predicts a cost volume as
final output whereas we infer the dense flow field relating an
image pair. On the TSS dataset, where dense ground-truth
flows are available, our approach outperforms all previous
approaches by a large margin.

Importantly, as highlighted in the last section of the table,
our unsupervised finetuning leads to an impressive improve-
ment compared to original SemanticGLU-Net: +16.1%,
+11.1% and +6.4% for thresholds α = {0.05, 0.1, 0.15}
on the PF-Pascal dataset, and +12.6%, +11.3% and +8.5%
on the PF-Willow dataset for the same thresholds. As a
result, while we chose a relatively weak baseline on these
datasets, our unsupervised finetuning makes the resulting
model very competitive, achieving first or second best met-
rics overall on four PCK thresholds out of six. Moreover,
any other baseline could be used instead, benefiting from
our unsupervised warp consistency finetuning.

SPair-71k: We also evaluated our unsupervised approach
on the SPair-71k benchmark [29]. It includes 70,958 im-
age pairs of 18 object categories from PASCAL 3D+ [45]
and PASCAL VOC 2012 [7], providing 12,234 pairs for
testing. This benchmark is more challenging than other
datasets [9, 8, 38] for semantic correspondence evaluation,
as it covers significantly large variations of viewpoint, scale,
truncation and occlusion. For the evaluation metric, we
used the PCK with respect to the object bounding box and
α = 0.1. We finetuned our WarpC-Semantic-GLU-Net
with our unsupervised warp consistency strategy on the
training set of SPair-71K. We compare to other unsuper-
vised approaches trained or finetuned on the same data in
Tab. 8. For comparison, we also further finetuned the orig-

inal Semantic-GLU-Net [42] on SPair-71k with the warp-
supervision objective. Our WarpCSemantic-GLU-Net is
competitive with other unsupervised approaches. As be-
fore, while the Semantic-GLU-Net baseline architecture ap-
pears quite weak on the SPair-71K images, note the signif-
icant improvement (+9.2 %) brought by our unsupervised
warp consistency finetuning, as opposed to simple warp-
supervision. We believe that training another stronger base-
line would further improve results.

K.4. Extension to optical flow data

Here, we show the generalization capabilities of our un-
supervised approach for the optical flow task. We report
results on KITTI and MPI Sintel in Tab. 9 by comparing
our approach (WarpC-GLU-Net) with the baseline (GLU-
Net*) trained using only warp-supervision. We evaluate ac-
cording to the standard metrics, namely AEPE and Fl for
KITTI and AEPE and PCKs for Sintel. Note that we use
the same weights as in the paper, which are trained for the
dense geometric matching task on the MegaDepth training
set, and therefore not well suited for the optical flow setting.
Still, WarpC-GLU-Net obtains significantly better results
than GLU-Net*, showing the benefit of our unsupervised

Table 8. PCK for α = 0.1 with respect to object bounding box on
SPair-71k [29]. We compare to unsupervised approaches trained
or finetuned on the training set of Spair-71k [29].

Methods Feature backbone PCK @ αbbox [%]

CNNGeo [31] ResNet-101 20.6
WeakAlign [32] ResNet-101 20.9
A2Net [35] ResNet-101 22.3
NC-Net [33] ResNet-101 20.1
DHPF [30] ResNet-101 27.7
SF-Net [23] ResNet-101 26.5
SemanticGLU-Net [42] (warp-sup.) VGG-16 14.3
WarpCSemanticGLU-Net VGG-16 23.5



Table 9. Results on the training splits of KITTI and Sintel.
KITTI-2012 KITTI-2015 Sintel Clean Sintel Final

AEPE F1 (%) AEPE Fl (%) AEPE PCK-1 (%) AEPE PCK-1 (%)

GLU-Net* 3.37 17.38 10.90 36.06 5.74 69.47 6.60 61.33
WarpC-GLU-Net 3.09 16.32 9.35 33.65 5.23 70.86 6.30 62.83

training, even when trained for a different domain. We be-
lieve that unsupervised training on road-scene videos, such
as KITTI raw, would further improve the results.

K.5. Qualitative results

Finally, we provide extensive qualitative visual exam-
ples of the performance of our WarpC models. We first
qualitatively compare baseline GLU-Net* and our approach
WarpC-GLU-Net on images of MegaDepth and RobotCar
in Fig. 10, 11 and 9 respectively. WarpC-GLU-Net is sig-
nificantly more accurate than GLU-Net*. It can also han-
dle very drastic scale and view-point changes, where GLU-
Net* often completely fails. This is thanks to our W -bipath
objective, which provides supervision on the network pre-
dictions between the real image pairs, as opposed to the
warp-supervision objective. Also note that in the dense
estimation settings, the network must predict a match for
every pixels in the reference, even in obviously occluded
regions. Only correspondences found in overlapping re-
gions are relevant nevertheless. Moreover, occluded regions
can be filtered out using e.g. a forward-backward consis-
tency mask [27], or by letting the network predict a visibil-
ity mask as in [36, 28]. This is particularly important for
MegaDepth images, in which some image pairs have over-
lapping ratios below 10%. On RobotCar images in Fig. 9,
our approach WarpC-GLU-Net better handles large appear-
ance variations, such as seasonal or day-night changes.

We further show qualitative results of RANSAC-Flow
and WarpC-RANSAC-Flow on YFCC100M images in
Fig. 12. Contrary to RANSAC-Flow, the masks predicted
by WarpC-RANSAC-Flow correctly filter out unreliable,
homogeneous or ambiguous regions, such as the sky or
field.

We then show the performance of WarpC-
SemanticGLU-Net compared to SemanticGLU-Net on
images of TSS in Fig. 13, 14 and 15. Our unsupervised
finetuning brings visible robustness to the large appearance
changes and shape variations inherent to the semantic
matching task. Finally, we also qualitatively compare both
networks on images of the PF-Pascal dataset in Fig. 16, 17
and 18. The PF-Pascal dataset shows more diverse object
categories than TSS images. WarpC-SemanticGLU-Net
manages to accurately align challenging image pairs, such
as the chair examples which are particularly cluttered.



Figure 9. Visual comparison on image pairs of the RobotCar dataset [22], of GLU-Net* and WarpC-GLU-Net. We visualize the query
images warped according to the flow fields estimated by both networks. The warped queries should align with the reference images.



Figure 10. Visual comparison on image pairs of the MegaDepth dataset [24], of GLU-Net* and WarpC-GLU-Net. We visualize the query
images warped according to the flow fields estimated by both networks. The warped queries should align with the reference images in
overlapping regions. Note that in the dense estimation settings, the network is obligated to predict a match for every pixels in the reference,
even in obviously occluded regions. Only correspondences found in overlapping regions are relevant nevertheless. In the last row, we
highlight the overlapping region in red, because it is particularly difficult to see.



Figure 11. Visual comparison on image pairs of the MegaDepth dataset [24], of GLU-Net* and WarpC-GLU-Net. We visualize the query
images warped according to the flow fields estimated by both networks. The warped queries should align with the reference images in
overlapping regions. Note that in the dense estimation settings, the network is obligated to predict a match for every pixels in the reference,
even in obviously occluded regions. Only correspondences found in overlapping regions are relevant nevertheless.



Figure 12. Visual comparison of RANSAC-Flow and our approach WarpC-RANSAC-Flow on image pairs of the YFCC100M dataset [39].
In the 3rd and 5th columns, we visualize the query images warped according to the flow fields estimated by the RANSAC-Flow and WarpC-
RANSAC-Flow respectively. Both networks also predict a confidence map, according to which the regions represented in respectively
yellow and red, are unreliable or inaccurate matching regions. In the 4th and last columns, we overlay the reference image with the warped
query, in the identified accurate matching regions.



Figure 13. Visual comparison on image pairs of the TSS dataset [39] FD3Car, of original Semantic-GLU-Net [42], trained with the warp-
supervision loss on a collection of street-view images, and our approach WarpC-Semantic-GLU-Net, where the network is further finetuned
on semantic data using our proposed unsupervised loss. We visualize the query images warped according to the flow fields estimated by
Semantic-GLU-Net and WarpC-Semantic-GLU-Net respectively. The warped queries should align with the reference images.



Figure 14. Visual comparison on image pairs of the TSS dataset [38] JODS, of original Semantic-GLU-Net [42], trained with the warp-
supervision loss on a collection of street-view images, and our approach WarpC-Semantic-GLU-Net, where the network is further finetuned
on semantic data using our proposed unsupervised loss. We visualize the query images warped according to the flow fields estimated by
Semantic-GLU-Net and WarpC-Semantic-GLU-Net respectively. The warped queries should align with the reference images.



Figure 15. Visual comparison on image pairs of the TSS dataset [38] PASCAL, of original Semantic-GLU-Net [42], trained with the warp-
supervision loss on a collection of street-view images, and our approach WarpC-Semantic-GLU-Net, where the network is further finetuned
on semantic data using our proposed unsupervised loss. We visualize the query images warped according to the flow fields estimated by
Semantic-GLU-Net and WarpC-Semantic-GLU-Net respectively. The warped queries should align with the reference images.



Figure 16. Visual comparison on image pairs of the PF-Pascal dataset [9], of original Semantic-GLU-Net [42], trained with the warp-
supervision loss on a collection of street-view images, and our approach WarpC-Semantic-GLU-Net, where the network is further finetuned
on semantic data using our proposed unsupervised loss. We visualize the query images warped according to the flow fields estimated by
Semantic-GLU-Net and WarpC-Semantic-GLU-Net respectively. The warped queries should align with the reference images.



Figure 17. Visual comparison on image pairs of the PF-Pascal dataset [9], of original Semantic-GLU-Net [42] and our approach WarpC-
Semantic-GLU-Net.



Figure 18. Visual comparison on image pairs of the PF-Pascal dataset [9], of original Semantic-GLU-Net [42] and our approach WarpC-
Semantic-GLU-Net.
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